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Bather/Dryer Certificate Programs:

An in-depth series of programs designed for bathers/dryers. This year’s seminars
highlight Animal Management, Canine/Feline Eyes, Massage Therapy for Pets, an 8
part “Prep Tech” Certificate program, the ISCC Pet Injury Prevention, First Aid &
CPR programs, and much more. Individuals completing ten (10) of these seminars will
receive a special “Bather/Dryer Certificate of Attendance”!

Prep Tech, A Certificate Program - parts 1-8 by Julie
Berkeley, Luther Edmonson, Pam Lauritzen & Scott Wasserman
(A Certificate issued to individuals who complete 6 parts of this 8
part program)
Designed for bather/dryers, groomers and stylists, this exceptional but practical eight part series focuses on techniques and methods required for the “ideal”
preparation of pet coats for styling. Specialized seminars include:

Part 1: From Head to Toe — A Topical Inspection & Evaluation by Julie
(Friday. 8:30am)
Setting up a “Check-In” station and how to perform a “Head-to-Toe” inspection and evaluation of the topical condition of the pet’s coat. Covered are
essential inspection and evaluation techniques for determining (1) the health of
the coat, (2) the nature and exten of any existing problems, and (3) how to proceed with the topical management of the pet’s coat. Client communication
techniques are also included. Every Pet Care Professional should attend this
seminar!
Part 2: Choosing & Using the Appropriate Tools by Julie (Friday. 10:30am)
In this entertaining presentation, Julie will discuss combing, brushing &
dematting tools & techniques. She’ll explain why a slicker brush is NOT the
only brush for all coat types — and will demonstrate techniques like “Setting
the Coat” and “Sacking” , as well as de-matting and de-shedding techniques
and methods — and will provide a protocol to determine the practicality of
de-matting vs. shaving.

Part 3: Let’s Take A Bath by Julie (Saturday. 8:30am)
Should I bath the pet once or twice? Which shampoo and conditioner should I
choose? How do I determine the dilution ratio of my products? Should I
“rough-in” the coat prior to bathing? Do I use high velocity, stand or cage
dryer? Evaluating the condition of the skin and coat, selection of bathing
products, pre-bath short-cuts, and “ideal” bathing and drying techniques are
highlighted in this informative presentation. This is a MUST-ATTEND
Seminar!

Bad Dog — Good Dog, Parts 1-2
by Kaoru Nakajima
(Part 1: Sat., 3:30pm) ( Part 2: Sat., 5:00pm)

With over 20 years of animal handling
experience, Kaoru will focus on aggressive behaviors and the methods that she
has implemented to calm and rehabilitate
those behaviors. In addition, she’ll demonstrate some simple behavior
modification techniques such as handling puppies and elderly dogs or
dogs that hate their NAILS trimmed. You won’t believe your eyes as
you watch her amazing videos! This insightful seminar is a must—
attend!

Animal Emotions, parts 1-3
by Dan Vaughn

HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW
ABOUT ANIMAL BEHAVIOR?
In this enlightening three part series, Dan
will provide insight into the new science
concerning animal emotions. He’ll discuss instinctive behaviors and why
canines react the way they do — and then
he’ll help you understand how hardwired
breed specific behaviors impacts the interactions between dogs and
pet care professionals, thus effecting the grooming and styling
process. Finally, Dan will demonstrate handling techniques and
methods that will provide a more pleasant experience for both pet
and the pet care professional. Programs include:
Part 1: How Animals Evolved (Friday, 4:00pm)
Part 2: Emotional Hardwiring & Its Impact on Handling (Saturday, 3:30pm)
Part 3: Breed Specific Handling Techniques/Methods (Saturday, 5:00pm)

Handling Geriatric Dogs by Nicole
Kane (Sun., 1:30pm)

Part 4: The Finishing Touch! by Julie (Saturday. 10:30am)
Styling products such as hair sprays, mousse, styling gels, and thickening
crystals are quickly gaining popularity in grooming salons as well as the
competition ring. Learn how to use these products to improve problem coats
and conformation faults. Hands-on demos and trial sessions are incorporated
into this outstanding seminar.

Arthritis, heart disease, hearing & sight problems,
skin issues, temperament changes, and a variety of
health issues are just some of the problems that
must be addressed when dealing with senior pets.
Learn how to compassionately and humanely
evaluate issues that may require special attention
while handling, grooming and styling your senior
pet clients.

Prep Tech, parts 5-8 (Breed Specific Coat Types)

Specialty brushing, combing, bathing, drying & finishing techniques of a variety of breed specific coat types are the focus of these indepth presentations by
recognized industry experts and leaders. If you think you understand how to
prepare drop, terrier, double, stand-out or combination coats for styling, — let
these award-winning pet stylists and experts introduce you to some of the new
and innovative specialty techniques, tricks and secrets of the trade. Included is:
Part 5: Drop-Coated Breed Coats by Pam (Saturday. 12:00n)
Part 6: Terrier Coats by Scott (Saturday. 1:30pm)
Part 7: Double-Coated Breed Coats by Luther & Julie (Sunday 8:30am)
Part 8: Stand-out & Combination Coats by Luther & Julie (Sunday. 12:00n)

Clicker Training- parts 1-2 by Hansy Howard
(Part 1: Fri., 12:00n) ( Part 2: Fri., 2:00pm)
Imagine — Well behaved dogs on your table, stacked, standing still and

enjoying their pet grooming and styling experience! Impossible you think?
Well think again. Let Hansy show you how to turn those hard to handle dogs
into well-behaved and easy-to-control pets through “Clicker Training”.
Clicker Training is definitely a postive reinforcement technique to learn
for handling both client dogs and your own pets.
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These are ISCC Approved
Preparatory DermaTech Programs!

Espree, part 3 - It’s All About the PREP!

by Shannon Moore (Fri., 4:00pm)
In this live, hands-on session, Shannon will demonstrate
the latest and most innovative products, equipment, techniques and methods for prepping, bathing and drying pet
coats. If you thought prepping was routine — then
you’ll be amazed at this extraordinary presentation.

With over

SuperCoats, a Skin & Coat Care
Clinic, parts 1-8 by Pam Lauritzen
— SEE COMPLETE PROGRAM ON PG. 1 OF SHOW CATALOG

Need to learn more about skin and coat care? — In this fantastic 8 part
series, internationally renowned skin & coat expert, Pam Lauritzen will
teach you how to analyze and resolve skin and coat problems. All
Petcare Professionals are encouraged to attend!
Part 1:
Part 2:
Part 3-4:
Part 5-6:
Part 7:
Part 8:

Skin & Hair Anatomy (Thurs, 1:00pm)
Chemicals & Their Effects (Thursday, 2:15pm)
Skin Problems & Lesions (Thursday, 3:30pm & 4:45pm)
Water Therapy & Spa Programs (Saturday, 8:30am & 10:30am)
Practical Skills Demo (Sun., 10:30am)
Case Studies & Q/A Session (Sun., 12:00n)

The Essentials (The ISCC Position on treatment of eyes, ears, anal glands, teeth & airways)
by Melissa Sirianni (Sun., 3:00pm)
Should I treat the eyes before a bath — if so with
what? To clean or NOT to clean the ears — one Vet says YES, another
says it could cause infections. Should anal glands be expressed? What
do I do if water is aspirated into the dog’s lungs? Should I offer teeth
cleaning for my canine clients? In this informative and thought-provoking seminar, Melissa will outline the official ISCC Position & Protocol
for the treatment of eyes, ears, anal glands, teeth and airways. This is

80 exciting hours of education to choose from

an ISCC SPECIAL EVENT! Everyone is urged to attend!

